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Talent without discipline is like an
octopus on roller skates. There’s
plenty of movement, but you
never know if it’s going to be
forward, backwards, or sideways.
~ H. Jackson Brown, Jr.

Condom
Dispenser in
McNair Hall?
By Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

Believe it or not, it’s true!
On Monday, October 4th
McNair Hall Association approved a measure to allow
the installation of a condom
dispenser.
Now, I know
what you all are wondering,
“Can I use my dining dollars
in the machine?” Well seeing as I am not a member of
MHA I do not know. From
what I have heard, an Enterprise is responsible for the
manufacture of the machine.
That’s right, some engineers
are responsible for facilitating sex. But not just any engineers, MTU students! Think
about it, people wouldn’t
have sex if it weren’t for the
brilliant minds of MTU!
But could they do more? Always. I ask: why is there no
Condom Enterprise? As an
Electrical Engineering major
I would pounce at the op...see Rubber Vendor on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Minecraft!

A Fe-arsome Fe-asco - Fe! Fe! IRON.
By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

[Editor’s note: Thank you Dr. Blair for the vast majority of the student body?
your bemused per mission to r un Simple. Iron. It is always iron. If you are
this article. We salute you. And iron.] currently in World Cultures with Blair, just
write “iron” for every short answer and
A multitude of students on this campus he’ll be so happy you took something
have suffered sat through a World Cultures away from the class that he’ll give you
given by the one and only Carl Blair. Most credit (not really, he’ll probably just
students can be
laugh and mark
seen in this class
IRON a zero, but only
not paying atone way to find
tention, playing IRON
out…).
IRON
Pokémon, reading the Daily Bull
But, iron is the
(win!), or the rare
a n s w e r. H i s
few who actugreat obsession
ally take notes.
is ye olden iron
Throughout many
smelters, and
issues of the Daily
everyone knows
Bull, Carl Blair is
that those take
mentioned for Former students dig for iron and iron smelting a huge amount
s e e m i n g l y n o remnants in the blistering heat. I bet they could of physical lafind a smelter in Hancock. Oh wait... BAZINGA.
reason. It turns
bor to reproout, he has a much more sinister plot duce and run; perfect for those young,
than to just remind you repeatedly that mindless college students to do the
Rome was the 700 pound gorilla of the labor for.
day (yes, I still remember that, and now
you will, too).
Blair is a clever professor, and director of
his field project. After years of research
He plans on converting all the engineering and testing, he has discovered that if
majors into archaeologists. Or slaves. Or you bore the ever-loving snot out of the
iron. Something like that.
non-history buffs of a 200+ lecture class,
their minds melt, and they can easily be
Why would a professor want to convert turned into zombies with only a single

...see All Glory to the Iron Toad? on back

Happy Parents’ Weekend! Be sure to hide that
96-pack of KBC and your 60’s porn stash!

Crazy Cryptogram
Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks

Got an idea for a game, an article, a
picture, an ad, or an IRON that you
want to see? Well, maybe not iron.
For the rest of your wacky ideas,
come by a Daily Bull meeting some
Wednesday night.
WE’D LOVE TO SEE YOU.
And besides, as you saw yesterday,
we’re cooler than the Lode. Fisher
126. Wednesdays. 9:15 PM.

BE THERE.

Daily Bull
(DB 1001)
with Bill Nye

The Daily Bull has:
(a) A website
(b) An Involvement Link page
(c) A Facebook page
(d) An email list
(e) 450+ hard copies every day
(f) Meetings every Wednesday night
(g) Midget Weasels

NOW YOU KNOW! SCIENCE!

most certainly deserving, as is DHH
but what about other buildings? I
wonder how the NCAA would react to seeing a condom dispenser
in the hockey arena. I’m sure the
DOW could use a few to conduct
“biology” experiments. How about
the Meese Center? Hot on the heels
of Career Fair, the career center is a
beehive of commotion. A condom
dispenser slipped into the entryway
would give students that extra interview “tool” they’ve always desired.

... Rubber Vendor from front

portunity to design and build better
condoms. Think about all the crazy
circuitry I could hot glue to a condom or all the torque computations a
Mechanical Engineer could do… the
possibilities are endless!
So why is MTU not pursuing this potential field of manufacture? Obviously it’s not money. If you’ve been
paying any attention at all when you
enter an academic building, you’ve
probably seen the signs boasting the
superior economic stability of this
university and yet they still hike tuition
enough to make this school number two at being expensive. To the
best of my knowledge (and a quick
Google search) University of Michigan
has no condom development. I say
just hike tuition enough to make this
school more expensive and use the
extra money for a condom program.
We’ll cum in first place.
And cum McNair certainly will. All
the coitus will certainly cause a ruckus
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that no sex addict’s roommate has
ever encountered. I wonder if they’ll
put an earplug dispenser next to it.
I do ponder though, which campus
buildings are “deserving” of a condom machine. Wadsworth Hall is

Fortunately, there is still time before
the dispensers are installed. So take
advantage of the whole “uh… I don’t
have one” excuse because before
you know it, it will be gone.

... All Glory to the Iron Toad from front

thought in what is left of their minds. That
idea is iron. After repeatedly mentioning
iron, and how awesome iron is, and isn’t
iron glorious, and oh my! there’s even
an Iron Age!, the students arise from
their zombie-states and want nothing
to do but work with iron and its many,
many forms and uses. He has gotten so
good at zombifying his students that he
can select the ones he wishes to do the
hard, manual labor, and which he wants
to recreate or go find furnaces from the
Neolithic to Medieval periods.

Copper Country Limo & Taxi

So, fight his iron will! Fight the crazy
thoughts of iron. There are only two
ways to actually battle the will of Carl
Blair; either don’t go to class, or actually
pay attention during lecture. It is the only
way. IRON.

Saturday
October 9th

MUB commons

2:00pm
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ree dmission for:
you, your family, your
friends, your neighbor, your
neighbor’s family and friends,
their cousins, everyone’s grandmas and grandpas...

Coming Soon:

‘The Candidate’

By John Pastore ~ Daily Bull

You loved Rick Snyder in “Gateway,” where he played a klutzy CEO
trying to reign in his out of control company as it hemorrhaged jobs
to China.
You loved him in “The Litigant”, where he played a target of an insider
trading lawsuit that was at the last minute dismissed with prejudice in
the face of a class action lawsuit against all of Gateway for accounting fraud!
And you loved him in “Ann Arbor SPARK”, where he played a witty
investor trying to make small businesses in AA profitable as companies
were fleeing Michigan to extra-national tax havens, just like his did in
“Gateway.”
From the people who brought you the hilarious antics of an incompetent MBA-toting president, you’ll love ”The Candidate,” where Rick
Snyder spends 7.5 million dollars to become the dorky GOP candidate for an office unlike anything he’s ever been in before - a public
one! Watch as he cuts taxes again and again, and totally side steps a
half billion dollar state deficit!
Laugh along with the wealthy
as he removes safeguards
against business mistreatment,
and it hilariously backfires on
the middle class! And feel
nostalgic as you remember
the feelings of loss in “The
Promise Grant,” where a state
shutdown was prevented by
sacrificing a grant to students
so no new taxes would have
to be issued, as Snyder drives
the legislature to issue rampant
tax cuts, leading to even more
state services being revoked
or centralized out of existence.
Misery, irony, and laughs a
minute await in this latest Rick
Snyder tragi-comedy! Soon
you‘ll be saying, “Governor? I
Barely Knew Her!”

